Let M be a closed asphcrical manifold with a virtually 2-stcp nilpotent fundamental group. Then any finite group G of homotopy classes of self-homotopy equivalences of M can be realized as an effective group of self-homeomorphisms of M if and only if there exists a group extension E of it by G realizing G -Out itxM so that Ch(ir). the centralizer of it in /:', is torsion-free. If this is the case, the action (C M) is equivalent to an affine action (G, M') on a complete affincly flat manifold homeomorphic to M. This generalizes the same result for flat Riemannian manifolds.
group of automorphism classes. Of course, ^(/) = [/*] for any to as above. Since we are considering only rtx(M, x), we need not specify the base point, so we write mxM instead of ttx (M, x) . It is well known that for a closed aspherical manifold M, the kernel of ^f is e0( M ), the group of self-homotopy equivalences of M homotopic to the identity. This implies that V factors through tt0e( M ) so that e(M) 770£(M) ^ Out (w,M) commutes. A pair of groups G, it together with a homomorphism <¡>: G -Out tt is called an abstract kernel, and is denoted by (G, it, <¡>) . Therefore, an injective abstract kernel (G, 77,, M, <p) for a closed aspherical manifold M is really a group of homotopy classes of self-homotopy equivalences of M.
Restricting ^ to H(M), the group of self-homeomorphisms of M, we have a homomorphism St': H(M) -Out nxM. This is surjective since M is a closed aspherical manifold. A geometric realization of an abstract kernel <p: G -Out ttxM is a homomorphism <p: G -H(M) so that ^ ° <i> = <p. In this paper we will require ¿f> to be injective so that the action of G on M is effective. Therefore, when the abstract kernel is injective, the problem reduces to the problem of geometric realization of a group of homotopy classes of self-homotopy equivalences as a group of self-homeomorphisms.
Suppose we have a G-action. Let £(G, M) be the group of all liftings of elements of G to M, the universal covering of M. Then
is exact and admissible (i.e., C£(G M)(ttxM), the centralizer of ttxM in £(G, M), is torsion-free). See [LR1, Lemma 1J. Therefore, in order that an abstract kernel (G, iTxM, <¡>) for a closed aspherical manifold M be realized geometrically, it is necessary that the abstract kernel have an extension which is admissible. In certain cases, this condition is also sufficient when G is finite. For example, it is true for closed flat Riemannian manifolds (see [LR1; ZZ] when <j> is injective), for certain Seifert fibered spaces [R] , and for Seifert relatives of compact flat Riemannian manifolds [L2] . In this paper we will verify that this is also the case for closed aspherical manifolds with virtually 2-step nilpotent fundamental groups. In a subsequent joint paper with Frank Raymond we shall generalize this to more general Seifert fibered spaces.
In [L3] the following is proved.
Fact 1 [L3] . A closed aspherical manifold M of dimension ¥= 3 or 4 with a virtually 2-step nilpotent fundamental group is homeomorphic to a complete affinely flat manifold M'.
We now state our main theorem.
Theorem. Let Mm be a closed aspherical manifold (m #= 3.4) with a virtually 2-step nilpotent fundamental group. A finite abstract kernel <¡>: G -Out ttx M can be realized as an effective group of self-homeomorphisms of M if and only if it admits an admissible extension. In fact, (G, M) is equivalent to an affine action (G, M') on a closed affinely flat manifold M' homeomorphic to M.
Proof of the Theorem. We will need the following facts. In the above, E(n) denotes the group of rigid motions on R", A(k + n) the group of affine motions on Rk+n, L = L(R",Rk) is the group of all affine maps of R" into R* and Qx = image(<i> X p). A discrete subgroup P of E(n) with R"/P compact is called a crystallographic group of rank «.
Suppose the abstract kernel <i>: G -» Out m (tt -ttxM) admits an admissible extension E so that l->w->£-*G->lis exact and Ce(tt) is torsion-free. Let TV be the nilradical of it, that is, TV is the maximal nilpotent normal subgroup of tt. Then TV is characteristic in tt. Since E is also virtually 2-step nilpotent, TV is an extension of a torsion-free nilpotent subgroup by a finite group. In addition, TV is torsion-free. This implies that TV itself is 2-step nilpotent. The center z(N ) of TV is normal in E. Since E/z(N) contains a free abelian subgroup N/z(N), it is virtually free abelian. Certainly the natural homomorphism <p: E/z(N) -* Aut(z(N)) -GL(k,Z) (k = rank of z(N)) has a finite image. There exists a homomorphism p: E/z(N) -* E(n) (n -m -k) with crystallographic group as image. See [LR1] for the proof. Clearly kemel(p) is finite. Let EK be the preimage of kernel(<i> X p) under the natural homomorphism E -» E/z(N). We shall prove that EK is torsion-free. Next we show that Tor(C£(TV)) = Tor(C£(7r)). Suppose 6 is an automorphism of tt such that 8 \N is the identity. We claim that 0(a) ■ a-1 £ CE(N) for all o E tt. For any a £ TV, a-a-a"1 = 0(a a a"1) = 0(a)-0(a)-0(a)~' = 6(o)-a ■ 9(a)'1. This implies that 6(a)-a"1 E CV(N), since CW(TV) is characteristic in w. Now let c £ CE(N) be an element of finite order, say, c' = 1 for some r > 0. We apply the results above to the automorphism f? = conjugation by c. Certainly 6 induces the identity on TV, for c E CE(N). Therefore [c,o]-6(a)-a~] E C"(N). We claim that C^(TV) = z(TV). Since C"(N) is a torison-free central extension of z(TV) by a finite group, it is again free abelian of rank k = rank z(N) (see [LR1, Fact 2] ). Therefore, Q(TV)-TV is a nilpotent normal subgroup of tt containing N. However, TV is the nilradical of tt, which implies Q(TV) C TV. For any o £ tt, [c',o} = [c,oY'-'--[c,of[c,oy-[c,o} where xy =yxy"i. Since [x, a] Thus we have <p: E/z(N) -* GL(k, Z) with a finite image, p: E/z(N) -* E(n) with a finite kernel and with a crystallographic group (of rank «) as image. Furthermore, we have just proved that EK -preimage of kernel(<p X p) under E "* E/z( TV ) is torsion-free. Applying Fact 3, we obtain an embedding / of £ into A(m). Via /, w acts on Rm as a covering transformation yielding M' -Rm/f(Tr), a compact complete affinely flat manifold. Furthermore, G = E/tt acts on M' as a group of affine diffeomorphisms. By Fact 2, M and M' are homeomorphic. Then the G-action on M' can be pulled back to one on M via this homeomorphism. Q.E.D. Example. A finite subgroup G of Out ttx M cannot be realized as a group of affine actions on M in general. Let tt = (tx, t2, t'3) be the subgroup of A(3), tx -(I, ex), t2 = (/, e2) and t'3 = (T, e3) with T -I + E2X. Consider the subgroup Z2 of Out tt generated by the automorphism /, -/j"', t2 -* t'3, t\ -* t2. This Z2 C Out tt can be realized as a group of homeomorphisms but not as a group of affine maps. For if the latter were true, then the derivatives of t2 and t'3 would be similar 3X3 matrices. But by construction these derivations are / and T respectively, and these matrices are definitely not similar.
